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Creative Marketing Professional

Overview

4 years of corporate & Organizational marketing 
5 years of digital advertising management 
10 years of digital content creation 

holistic organizational marketing, Brand Development,

publications, Fundraising

Digital advertising, collateral creation,

Brand launch, Content creation



Social Media

Achievements 

#ZagLaw

Before my tenure at Gonzaga Law, the organization's social media channels
existed without strategy, quality control, or consistent growth. I've led an initiative
to establish quality standards, set goals, and regularly measure results. 

In the last 12 months, Instagram has organically grown almost 60%. 

jimmy who? our recent

"feud" with jimmy kimmel

put the law school in the

national spotlight. This

post is our biggest ever

(across all platforms).



Email Marketing

Achievements 

The Medium is the Message 

From Admissions to Alumni, I audited our email communications and focused on
improving messaging, establishing a consistent design, and utilizing best practices. 

I launched the "Pre-law Report," a monthly newsletter aimed at

influencing pre-law advisors throughout the country.



Digital Advertising

Achievements 

Ignite: Clicks

As a former Digital Marketing Strategist, I recognized right away that our digital
advertising initiatives were poorly built and underperforming. I brought all of our
digital advertising in-house, including the creative and the purchasing. Our
campaigns are more focused and robust, easily outperforming previous efforts.

we ditched the predictable "law student look" and met our

prospective students where they were — Looking into the future.



Brand Development 

Achievements 

Omni-Channel with Taste

Reputation is very important in higher education. Law schools have the "Legal
Academy," which is a group of academics and practitioners who vote on national
rankings. I am tasked with targeting and influencing this group.

2018’s issue of Gonzaga

Law Magazine was

ranked among the best

by leadership and has

raised more money

than previous issues.

Sole sponsorship of npr podcast,

forgotten prison, with over

240,000 listens in 3 months.

Ad placement in

Seattle magazines

and digital spaces



Upcoming Projects

In Progress 

Next year's initiatives are in full swing. Here are a few that I'm excited about: 

Website audit and SEO Revamp

Podcast Series

Publications in progress: Admissions Brochure & Annual Magazine

Goals include sharpening messages by consolidating information, intentionally
directing user flow, avoiding staleness, and continuing to improve design.
We will also focus on updating meta data throughout our 300+ website pages to
improve search engine results and influence page rankings.

Podcasting is no longer considered a new phenomenon. It is here to stay and
can be depended upon as a reliable marketing channel. I am producing an
original podcast for Gonzaga Law to be released in the fall.

The Admissions Brochure looks the best its ever been with crisp new photography
and sharp copy. We are one week away from submitting to the printer. 
The 2019 Gonzaga Law Magazine, for which I am once again the managing editor,
is currently in pre-production with our designers.



Personal Achievements 

About Me

Here are some outside-the-office achievements that I'm very proud of. 

BehindTheSetlist.com

published works

playwriting

Music journalism platform launched in 2017
Over 200 articles published featuring writers from all
across the USA

Creative nonfiction recently published in the 2019
Gonzaga Reflections Journal
Journalism and freelance work previously published in
the New York Post, 585 Magazine, CITY Newspaper,
NEXUS NY Magazine, The Inlander, Spokane Coeur
d' Alene Living Magazine, and various blogs

We Wrote One-Acts About the Internet performed at
the Rochester Fringe Festival



Thank you!
Kevin Carr

kevindannycarr@gmail.com
(805) 710-2282

@kevincarrwrites
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